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Published 12 January 2020 - 05:08 PM Topic of discussion: Traces by jonwd7Wiki link Published 01 February 2020 - 06:50 PM I would like to include this mod, however, it has an issue in SE with distinctive marks is not transparent and leaving squares on the ground where the tracks. I experienced it myself. The author
seems to be the Interior Ministry or retired from fashion. I remember that the Xbox had traces at the beginning of the special edition whether there is a way y'all can add it to the Xbox again Skyrim I don't think the tracks have ever been a feature hailing from Skyrim, but there is a mod that adds traces to the beta section. I
have that mod, but I don't see it at the Bethesda Mods Gallery in the fashion menu of a special edition @stix1213 said: I have that mod, but I don't see it at the Bethesda Mods Gallery in the fashion menu special edition You should love it as it is old mod Wip. @rhenim said: @stix1213 said: I do it mod, but I do not see it
at the Bethesda Mods Gallery in the fashion menu special edition you need to favorite it as it is an old mod Wip. For what it's worth mod works perfectly. In fact, it should have been released a long time ago. Anwar has never moved him out of WIP, and now he's more focused on the big PC projects in which he is. So it's
just kind of sitting there. Haha @dissonantvalues said: @rhenim said: @stix1213 said: I'm that mod, but I don't see it at the Bethesda Mods Gallery in the fashion menu special edition You should love as it is an old mod Wip. For what it's worth mod works perfectly. In fact, it should have been released a long time ago.
Anwar has never moved him out of WIP, and now he's more focused on the big PC projects in which he is. So it's just kind of sitting there. Haha or go get Dive Traces 2 Anwar It works pretty well, you need to run it closer to the bottom of your order load or it just stops working.... no som, and no performance changes. I
admit if you're copying though the horse prints don't get made, and sometimes if you're in a full sprint they don't either... I guess for rendering performance reasons..... but he basically does what he has to do very well. @gr8_oz said: @dissonantvalues said: @rhenim said: @stix1213 said: I'm a mod, but I do not see it on
the Bethesda Mods gallery in the fashion menu of the special edition You should favor it as it is an old mod Wip. For what it's worth mod works perfectly. In fact, it should have been released a long time ago. Anwar has never moved him out of WIP, and now he's more focused on the big PC projects in which he is. So it's
just kind of sitting there. Haha or go get Dive Traces 2 Anwar It works pretty well, you need to run it closer to the bottom of your order load or it just stops working.... no som, and no performance changes. I admit if you're copying, although on horseback the prints don't get and sometimes if you're in a full sprint they don't I
guess for rendering performance reasons..... but he basically does what he has to do very well. The link posted is actually for immersion traces 2. I didn't bother to check out the link, you mentioned it as wip, usually indicative of being in the WIP mods section..... It's not. @gr8_oz said: I didn't bother to check out the link,
you mentioned it as wip, usually indicative of being in the WIP mods section..... No. It's in the wip section though. @gr8_oz said: I didn't bother to check out the link, you mentioned it as wip, usually indicative of being in the WIP mods section..... No. Please do us a favor and fact check your information. Dive Traces 2 is
actually in the WIP section. He won't show up in a normal search. In order to download it, you have to add it to your library from BethNet. Through the console library there is no way to download it once the most recent 80 mods are shown in any section. @dissonantvalues said: @gr8_oz said: I did not bother to check the
link, you mentioned it as wip, usually indicative of being in the section WIP mods .... No. Please do us a favor and fact check your information. Dive Traces 2 is actually in the WIP section. He won't show up in a normal search. In order to download it, you have to add it to your library from BethNet. Through the console
library there is no way to download it once the most recent 80 mods are shown in any section. Good, because you say so ...... I wasn't looking for it, I accidentally through it, looking under imersion and graphics. @gr8_oz said: @dissonantvalues said: @gr8_oz said: I did not bother to check the link, you mentioned it as
wip, usually indicative of being in the section wip mods ... . No. Please do us a favor and fact check your information. Dive Traces 2 is actually in the WIP section. He won't show up in a normal search. In order to download it, you have to add it to your library from BethNet. Through the console library there is no way to
download it once the most recent 80 mods are shown in any section. Good, because you say so ...... I wasn't looking for it, I accidentally through it, looking under imersion and graphics. The site you made, but not the console version of the mod lists. And if you want to argue further then screenshot it as proof that you did
it from the xbox. @rhenim said: @gr8_oz said: @dissonantvalues said: @gr8_oz said: I did not bother to check the link, you mentioned it as wip, usually indicates in the section WIP mods .... No. Please do us a favor and fact check your information. Dive Traces 2 is actually in the WIP section. He won't show up in a
normal search. In order to download it, you have to add it to your library from BethNet. Through the console There is no way to download it once the most recent 80 mods are shown in any section. Section. because that's what you say.... I wasn't looking for it, I accidentally through it, looking under imersion and graphics.
The site you made, but not the console version of the mod lists. And if you want to argue further then screenshot it as proof that you did it from the xbox. I have no reason to lie, it would be under me. I have reason to prove something to someone. I NEVER look for mods here on the bethnet because there are joke
servers, and my pure speed makes it worse, plus there is a delay in favoritening on the web compared to the console acknowledging that it was loved. Moderator edit offensive and vulgar expressions. We recently deleted a few off-topic and baiting comments. Please keep this topic civil and stick to the original topic of
discussion. Thank you for your understanding. Footprints is the mod for The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. This results in footprints to be left when Dragonborn, NPCs or creatures walk through the snow. The author plans to add dirt and sand support in later releases. Over time, the tracks will disappear again. Content show
FeaturesEdit Creatures leaving printsEdit Humanoids: NPCs, Falmer Animals: Wild Animals: Bears, Sabers, Wolves, skeevers domesticated animals: deer, horses, mammoths, goats, cows Other creatures: twigs, trolls, hagravens, giants, werewolves unlived: draugr, skeletons If not automatically installed. The contents
of the CompatibilityEdit community are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Page 2 adds traces to the player, NPC and creatures. Now with the FX particle! Requirements This mod has no known dependencies other than the basic game. Traces of High Heel Retexture Permits and Credits Credits and
permission to distribute the assets of Other users All assets in this file belong to the author, or from the free use of modde resources Download permission You can not download this file to other sites under any circumstances Change permission You must get permission from me, Before you can change my files to
improve its conversion resolution you cannot convert this file to work on other games under any circumstances Permission to use assets you must get permission from me before you can use any of the assets in this asset permission file in mods/files that are sold you cannot use the assets from that file in any mods/files
that are sold , for money, on Steam Workshop or other Asset platforms use permission in mods / files that earn donation points You can not earn Donation Points for your mods if they use my assets This author has not provided any additional notes regarding the permission of the special thank you:Chesko for the initial
brainstormingRalphDamiani for the initial textureseztwister test for mod ideas Only Ash/Solstheim support material will be released in an additional package. Barefoot textures have been restored. Textures are remade for better realism. All textures now have the same visual style. All textures now have little transparency
to help with mixing terrain. Special prints for Arvac, including. PARTICLE of fire FX. Fire FX will be optional and include several colors in a separate package. Bugfix: Wards/Shields are no longer activated on NPC (i.e. blue swirls) Bugfix: Fixed typo that caused error when applying spells to Daedra. Optimization: A script
that adds step effects should spend significantly less time on actors who already have an effect or are not supported. Strafing Discovery, FX Particle for Werewolf and Vampire Lord New Textures for: Werewolf, Vampire Lord, Moose, Fangs, and Giants. A limited splash of FX water for playable characters. Limited to
some water facilities in cities such as the Canals in Whiterun. Bugfix for women on new games, and werewolf/vampire lords when downloading a savegame. Bugfix for some NPC AI putting up Wards or other spells in response to the script cloak. Bugfix due to the lack of prints when sprinting with magic drawn. Detection
of stefing. Separate particle effects for walking, running and strafing. Particle FX improvements, including more realistic gravity, speed and wind additions. Bugfix - Regression of race change (werewolf and vampire lords) General restructuring and optimization in preparation for menu options config. Particle effects
(humans only will expand to 1.0) Newer, more natural textures (humans only, will expand into 1.0) Parallax cards. It is best if used with ENB, which fixes parallax bugs and makes it more noticeable. Partially rewrite to prepare for the menu config. Now you can turn it on and off on your account (currently through the
console command, see Readme). Initial support for download detection. Currently only common and barefoot prints. The whole subsystem is there, so I just need to create textures. Initial support for Dawnguard (most of all races except chauruses, Dwemer). Ghosts and acquaintances should no longer leave prints.
Improving productivity and stability. Improving the upgrade process. Adds prints for giants, mammoths, spriggans, cows, goats, trolls, Skeevers, and Werewolf Fix for the sound doubling issue Of the new version control system, which automates updates - PLEASE SEE README FOR INFO - Tweaks for human
fingerprints (You only need to grab an update file if you update) Brawl Bug fix possible fixes for those who receive bugs or CTDs Fixed size In honor of the anniversary of SkyrimFootprints for Skyrim SE was released v1.00 - 3/28/2015RELz ThreadAdds traces for player, NPCs The initial release contains traces of snow
for the player/ NPC and Creatures. Sand and dirt prints will be added in later releases. Below is what is currently underway, as well as plans for the future. SKSE and SkyUI SkyUI dependencies If you don't have them, the mod will automatically and seamlessly disable these features. RELATED: - Is there a
performance/FPS hit? A This will probably depend on your system and how many mods you have already installed. A I don't see any impact on performance at all. See: Article, Video - Is it compatible with fashion? A It is independent and does not concern vanilla racing or NPC, so it is inherently compatible with all mods.
However, it relies on certain things like bone names and positions in the skeleton. Do you support custom race games? My mod will attach traces to any humanoid races, as long as they use the skeleton of a humanoid and mod correctly defines race as ActorTypeNPC. Will you support the fashion monster? Other
modders can create plug-ins that provide additional footprints in the custom Footprints hook game. Detailed information and resources will be provided for this process, including some examples of ESPs.Currently Implemented - All Humanoid (non-creatures) NPC - Bear, Deer, Dragger, Falmer, Foxes, Frost Atronachs,
Hagravens, Horses, Sabrecats, Skeletons, Wolves, Giants, Mammoths, Spriggans, Cows, Goats, Trolls, Skeevers. DLC Racing: Vanilla raskins such as Spriggans, Sabrecats, Deer, etc. Death Hounds, Vampire Lord, Werebears, Benthic Lurkers - player support. The shape of Shifter mods should work fine, considering I
have prints implemented for the race in question. Support for Dawnguard and Dragonborn. Support for download detection. Needs SKSE, but will switch off if you don't have SKSE. Currently only barefoot or shoe prints. FX particle and Strafing support for playable characters. New at 1.01. Major rewrite. In order to
simplify scripts, Dawnguard and Dragonborn DLC are now required. The scripts are now patterned (e.g. Biped, quadruped, Werecreature), so fewer unique scripts are now used. - NPC Footprints and NPC Footprints with FX are now counted, i.e. tracked. This is to ensure that they can be restricted to the user. If you don't
want nPC to have prints at all, you'll set it at 0. You can also set the number of fx prints to 0 to disable the FX particle. This does not apply to the player and some races like horses.2. MCM menu. Homepage: List of statuses such as the number of NPCs, the number using FX, what race the player is currently in and what
impact the player is. Lists of third-party plug-ins that depend on the Footprints.Settings page: - NPC Limit - FX Limit - Enable/Disable Footprints - Enable/Disable Custom Footprints hook (for third-party plugins) - Installation of appropriate INI3 values. Stretch with the Custom Footprints hook - third-party plugins can now
add additional footprints to the game. This can be used for custom racing or override existing behavior. Script templates for Bipeds, and more allow fashion authors to include traces for their races without their own scripts. Separate form-sheets for player footprints and NPC traces. This means that a third-party plug-in can
only target the player or only the NPC if necessary. To use multiple plugins, the end user must be able to combine FormLists from each plug-in. The Ash plugin has been merged into a basic plug-in now that it requires Dragonborn. In fact, adding any new content to later versions won't require additional scenarios, this is
done with the addition of ImpactData to ImpactDataSets.Technical Stuff (Installation/Update/Removal)INSTALLInstall BSA and ESP to the data folder. Activate ESP. UNINSTALLATION it is highly recommended to simply disable the effect with MCM To remove completely, Hadoram's Save Cleaner is not required. MCM1
instructions. At MCM, go to The Footprints program. Uncheck Include Traces.3. Play for a while and then move on to Interior.4. At MCM, click on the tracks to see status homepage. It should be said: the footprints included FALSE traces safely removed ---- total NPCs with traces of 06. If this is not the case, play the game
for a while longer until the entire NPCs are 0.7. Save the game and Exit.8. Unplug/delete ESP.9. Download the game and make a new save10. OPTIONAL: Clean save with Hadoram's Save Cleaner. You can look these structures up yourself. The instructions are not that are not MCM1. Open the console and enter: set
fp_IsFootprintsDisabled to 12. Play for a while and then move on to Interior.3. Follow the instructions of 7-10 of the above instructions. INI FILE EDITS (Decals); The total number of decals that can be placeduMaxDecals-1000 ; Recommended: 500-1000 (Display); The time it takes for the sticker to disappear after
uMaxDecals is reached; Contrary to what each customization guide says it's not a total decimal lifefDecalLifetime 30 ; Recommended: 30-90; How many decals can be placed each frameiMaxDecalsPerFrame -100 ; Recommended: 25-100COMPATIBILITYThere no known compatibility issues. CHANGELOG' See the
readme file in download for the full changelog'1.00- Basic rewrite. - In order to simplify scripts, Dawnguard and Dragonborn DLCare are now required. Avoiding basic requirements caused by more complex if it was worth it.- Scenarios now patterns (e.g. Biped, quadrapped, Werecreature), so there are now fewer total
scripts to use.- NPC tracks and NPC tracks with FX are now ref calculated, i.e. tracked. This is to ensure that they can be restricted to the user. If you don't want the NPC to have fingerprints at all, you'll set it at 0. You can also set the number of FX prints to 0 for the different FX particles. This does not apply to the player
and some races like horses.- MCM menu. Home:- Status lists such as number of NPCs, number using FX, whatrace player now and what effect Player.- Lists of third-party plugins that depend on Footprints.Settings page:- NPC Limit-FX Limit-Turn-On/Disable Tracks- Turn Off Custom Hook Tracks (for Third Party Plug-
Ins) - Installation of relevant INI-Extens INI-Extens values - Third-party plugins can now add additional footprints to the game. This can be used for custom racing or override existing behavior.- Script templates for bipeds, quads and more allow fashion authors to include tracks for their races without any own scripts.-
Separate FormLists to expand player footprints and NPCfootprints. The value of a third-party plugin can only be targeted by the Player oronly NPCs if necessary.- To use more than one plugin, the end user must be able to mergethe FormLists from each plugin.- Ash plugin has been merged into the main plugin now that
it requiresDragonborn. In fact adding any new material in later versions won't have additional scenarios, this is done with the addition of ImpactData to TheImpactDataSets.- Improving Foxes now have their own smaller prints separate from dogs. - Fix Frost Giants no longer get normal giant footprints.- Fix Ash Print FX no
longer use FX snow particles, it was oversight. Ash FX also no longer leave pieces behind - just clouds of dust. PERMISSIONS / LICENSINGPermission is NOT given to redistribute this fashion in whole or in part. Special ThanksChesko for the initial brainstormingRalphDamiani for the initial textureseztwister test for mod
idea Page 2 Clarification of the results Found 1235 results. 63570 were filtered. Currently, filtering by category. (Clean Filters) Apply filters Clear Filters View mod page Kind of Picture gallery pure, natural and well looking water for Skyrim with a complete overhaul: flow, transparency, colors, reflections and more! Clean,
natural and well looking water for Skyrim with a complete overhaul: flow, transparency, colors, reflections and more! Adds traces to the player, NPC and creatures. Now with the FX particle! View mod page View Image Gallery This mod serves to make the ore veins of the game much more visible, especially in dark
environments. This is achieved by replacing the textures of cubemap used by ore veins. This gives them a glow that appears brighter as the surrounding lighting gets darker. Without fashion, ore veins are very hard to see and don't really stand out m This mod serves to make ore veins games much more noticeable,
especially in dark environments. This is achieved by replacing the textures of cubemap used by ore veins. This gives them a glow that appears brighter as the surrounding lighting gets darker. Without fashion, ore veins are very hard to see and don't really stand out m Kind of Fashion Page Kind Picture Gallery This mod
is designed to improve performance in almost all Skyrim interiors while keeping the game intact. It's a mod aimed at improving performance in almost all Skyrim interiors while keeping the game intact. More detailed, new textures associated with and smoke. View the mod page of the View Art Gallery Belt-Fastened
quivers repositions quivers and crossbow bolts in order to be more backpack friendly to the player and all the NPC. Position Position in a quivering place in the Dark Souls. Belt-fastened kuivers repositions quivers and crossbow bolts in order to be more backpack friendly for the player and all the NPC. The situation is
similar to the location of a quiver in Dark Souls. DYNAVISION provides a dynamic field depth and autofocus effect similar to the camera. View the mod page View art gallery Starker, higher resolution, color corrected flame and explosionsAim is to increase the range of hue and luminosity creating richer visuals and more
realism for all firev2.2 is now released with noticeably higher definition in many types of flame, new realistic flame candles, better spell of FIRE FX, more modded files and improvements in the c Starker , higher resolution, color corrected flames and explosionsAim is an increase in the range of hue and luminosity creating
more rich visual firev2.2 is now released with noticeably higher definition in many types of flame, new realistic flame candles, better spell of fire FX, more modded files and improvements in c Guys I'm sure you like, distance terrain with more detail and with hd resolution ... The fashion page View Painting Gallery graphic
modifications, which aims to achieve photo realistic graphics in Skyrim, is similar to game titles such as Crysis and Battlefield. Graphic modification, which aims to achieve photorealistic graphics in Skyrim, similar to games such as Crysis and Battlefield. View mod page View Art Gallery It's just a simple plug-in to change
the color of the water, making the Sunscattering effect of ENBseries more noticeable. It's just a simple plug-in to change the color of the water, making the sunscattering effect of ENBseries more noticeable. View mod page View Painting Gallery Skyrim Distance Overhaul adds thousands of new objects (stones, walls,
bridges, statues, ...) to the distant-LOD Skyrim. Skyrim Distance Overhaul adds thousands of new objects (stones, walls, bridges, statues,...) to the distant-LOD Skyrim. This replaces the texture of dust effects. View mod page View art gallery IMAGINATOR is a standalone, in-game, image modification tool. This allows
you to separately control visuals such as brightness, contrast, saturation, sky brightness, sunlight output, bloom and hue all due to the easy-to-navigate MCM. Never before have you had such power! Seriously. IMAGINATOR is a standalone, in-game image modification tool. This allows you to separately control visuals
such as brightness, contrast, saturation, sky brightness, sunlight output, bloom and hue all due to the easy-to-navigate MCM. Never before have you had such power! Seriously. View mod page View Picture Gallery Pure Weather is a full weather and lighting shift. It adds many new types of weather for each (DLC
included), adding realism, immersion and beauty to Skyrim with absolutely zero performance loss. The choice between dark and clear nights. Clean weather is a full weather and lighting shift. This adds a lot of new new types for each region (DLC included), adding realism, immersion and beauty to Skyrim with absolutely



zero performance loss. The choice between dark and clear nights. View mod page View Art Gallery Purity is an all-in-one visual mod for exteriors (weather, lighting, water, waterfalls, landscape textures). This is a substance update of the visuals and immersive mods I've created over the last 5 years, compiled in a single
file. My last contribution. Cleanliness is an all-in-one visual mod for exteriors (weather, lighting, water, waterfalls, landscape textures). This is a substance update of the visuals and immersive mods I've created over the last 5 years, compiled in a single file. My last contribution. View the mod page View Art Gallery All new
blood decals, weapons of specific blood for each type of weapon. Combining blood, leaked after death, NEW does not prevent to shine mods, all new textures and effects of pool blood, as well as individual textures for hitting the spray. All new blood stickers, weapons of specific blood for each type of weapon. Combining
blood, leaked after death, NEW does not prevent to shine mods, all new textures and effects of pool blood, as well as individual textures for hitting the spray. Viewing the mod page View art gallery captures the placement and characteristics of lights throughout Skyrim. Aims to keep the supposed feeling of vanilla while
actually making light out of light sources and not being absurdly bright or dark. Fixes the location and characteristics of lights throughout Skyrima. Aims to keep the supposed feeling of vanilla while actually making light out of light sources and not being absurdly bright or dark. This mod allows inflatable HDT physics for
unequiped/shell weapons. Browse the Fashion View Art Gallery's Improved Graphics page with FXAA and post-processing effects. Highly customizable with minimal performance impact. Improve graphics with FXAA and post-processing effects. Highly customizable with minimal performance impact. Influence. skyrim
footprints mod not working. skyrim footprints mod xbox one. skyrim se footprints mod
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